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Where did you choose to study and what course did you follow?
I choose to study at LSI Brighton for 8 months. I was studying in the Intensive 24
class with Fluency and Business English.

What was your level when you started? What is your level now? 
I started with an A2 level and I am currently at a B2 after 7 months.

Why did you choose to study at LSI?
I choose Brighton to live while I was looking for cheaper cities compare to
London for studying English courses in UK. Among many other language schools
in the city, I selected LSI with many reasons such as the curriculum, social
activities and the reasonable tuition fees. Also, low percentage of Korean
students was one of the important matters for me.
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What do you think of the school facilities?
There is onsite residence, sometimes I prepared lunch by using communal
kitchen facility. Also, there is large terrace area for spending free time with
friends. Nevertheless, the study rooms’ facility was great and all study materials
and books.

How's the atmosphere in class/at the school? 
The after school social activities are running well, it seems bring the new
students into groups easily. Also, there are basic classroom rules in order to
study without interruption, Teachers also help students to feel more
comfortable.

What are your thoughts on the school location?
LSI Brighton center moved to residential area in June. There are cafes,
restaurants and small Asian marts around school so have easy options for
lunch. Also, less than 10minutes walk to the beach. You can take a bus to
Brighton city centre (up to 15minutes) from a bus stop in front of the school.
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How did you find studying with LSI? Evaluation for classes?
I never liked study English when I grow up in my home country. However, I
learned to talk and live with other similar level students at LSI, I enjoyed it and
learned fast! Also, I could study in various ways as the study materials and
teachers changed every 10weeks.

What do you think of LSI's teachers and school staff? 
II didn’t have chances to get close with LSI staffs, though, they seemed friendly
and helpful. Also, teachers teach in different styles, each student would have
different preferences, but I found most of my classes were fun and informative.

How do you feel about living in the city?
I don’t regret on my choice of city! Summer was crazy busy though it was be best
time to appeal the charms of Brighton. The beach, perfect weather, Seven Sisters
Cliff, the Pride and much more to see and enjoy the city. There will be other
events in autumn and winter season such as Christmas, Easter Monday and
Halloween day etc..

Do you have any tips to share?
Brighton is great city, able to overlook the sea everyday life and lots of British
pubs and the accent! Close to the Gatwick airport so makes trip easy to the
European union countries. Studying English seems depends on how hard you try,
in my case, I avoid hanging with Korean friends, instead, I spent a lot of time with
friends from other countries. In UK, LSI have schools in other cities include
London, Brighton and Cambridge, it might be good option to study in each centre
and explore all the cities while studying with LSI.


